Immobilization of ultrafine Ag nanoparticles on well-designed hierarchically porous silica for high-performance catalysis.
Catalyst immobilization is of much significance not only for maintaining the high activity of the ultrafine catalyst, but also for the separation of catalyst during the practical application. Herein, a novel support material, three-dimensional hierarchically porous silica (HPS) with interconnected micro-meso-macro pores and high specific surface area was successfully fabricated though a freeze-drying technique in the presence of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and subsequent calcination process. A series of characterizations revealed that the specific surface area of HPS can be well adjusted by changing the addition of PVA. The specific surface area of HPS was as high as 360 m2 g-1, which was 211-fold higher than HPS-0 (silica prepared without using PVA). To demonstrate the potential application of such novel support material, highly dispersed silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were immobilized on the surfaces of HPS and HPS-0 through in-situ reduction. By contrast, the catalytic activity of AgNPs anchored on HPS (531 s-1 g-1) was about 42-fold higher than that of AgNPs anchored on HPS-0 (12.67 s-1 g-1). The significantly enhanced catalytic activity of AgNPs/HPS was believed to be related to their high specific surface area and interconnected macroporous scaffolds, which could provide numerous reactive sites and mass transfer routes for the reactants.